
 

no porque ya sabia como hacerlo, sino porque no tenia idea de lo que iba a hacer hasta que un día me di cuenta de ello. When I
was in college, my high school history teacher helped me discover that I wanted to become an elementary school teacher. This is
because what I learned about teaching was so interesting and engaging. However, each time I tried to teach students something
new, they would avoid me like the plague. They would sit on the other side of the room or even leave class altogether! After
enduring this for several months, I decided to share what had worked for me with my friends and family; most importantly with
myself. I tried it and found that it not only helped me be a better teacher but a better person. You too can learn how to make a
positive difference in the lives of others by simply stating what you know, what you do and what works. se lo que estas pensando
lillian glass
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